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I stood at bow watch at three in the morning, feeling the spray of the
waves hit my face. The sudden force of the North Atlantic surged over the
bow and knocked my feet out from under me. The incredibly clear, huge sky
with crisp bright stars stretched out ahead, disappearing into the dark horizon
of the edge of the Earth.
Holding the helm with both hands I could feel the hurricane force
winds shake the one hundred thirty foot schooner like it was a toy boat. The
rain mixed with the spray making sky and ocean become a single frothy
medium. With thirty foot waves periodically breaking over the windward
rail, the schooner cut through the ocean with sheer determination.
The surface of the ocean was always changing. Over the period of a day
it could be glassy calm, large rolling swells, sharp rough white caps and large
violent waves. The sky could be equally diverse, reflecting its mood in the
ocean. Living in this world, I realized that I would be happy to sail for the rest
of my life.
Unfortunately, the voyage ended and I returned to college to finish my
Bachelors Degree. Four years later, when I started thinking about what I
wanted to do for my thesis, it was important for me to have it reflect a part of
my life and experiences. The answer was, of course, sailing. From day sailing
in the Puget Sound to sailing on a schooner across the North Atlantic
through several tropical storms. The importance that these experiences have
had on me made it difficult to come up with a story that would give it the
value it deserved. Even when I had decided on the final story I wanted each
scene to reflect an experience I have had.
STORY DEVELOPMENT
There are three distinct acts to my thesis. The first begins with the main
character on his sailboat, a sloop, in a dead calm. The second is his memory of
his grandfather as a sailor on a schooner. Fighting through a storm comprises
the majority of this act. The third act returns to the present with the main
character. He realizes that in order to live he must leave the protection of the
island and risk his life in the open water.
The feeling of each act was very important. In act one, the suppressing
stillness of the air and the boredom of the character establishes a lifeless
world. The sloop is surrounded by the high cliffs of an extinct volcanic island,
one side of which has allowed the ocean to create a small bay. The
claustrophobia is important to enhance the ending of the story. A brief
stirring is felt as the shearwater flies over the sloop and out into the open. A
beeping is then heard and the character goes below. Jumping down through
the hatch, he sees that there is a small craft advisory warning flashing on the
screen of a weather radio. Turning off the alarm he turns and looks a two
pictures. One is of a boy and an old man, the main character, as a boy, and his
grandfather, respectively. The other picture is that of the grandfather as a
young man at the helm of a schooner. The picture is faded and sepia colored.
He then turns and sees his reflection in a glass case containing a model
schooner. The reflection fades as the sound of creaking rigging fades in.
Act two begins with the schooner on relatively calm water, night is
turning to day. The sun rises over the horizon. The grandfather is at the
helm when a storm appears on the horizon. Another sailor, an extra, points
forward to the loosely swinging main stays! sheet, and takes over the helm.
The Grandfather moves forward passing the fiferail. A large wave hits the
schooner broadside. The extra at the helm is swept over board. The wheel
turns freely. The Grandfather tightens the loose sheet, and finally climbs out
onto the bowsprit. Looking forward the Grandfather sees an island appear
through the rain. He turns to see that the helm is unmanned and runs back
to the helm. The shearwater flies past him and crosses the bow. He watches it
and turns to follow, turning away from the island. The schooner sails into
clear sky, following the bird.
The third act cuts back to the inside of the sloop. An alarm is beeping.
Turning his head, he sees that the Small Craft Advisory has been upgraded to
a Tropical Storm. He looks up into the sky and out into the open water. An
image of the schooner sails by and fades into the darkening sky. He makes the
decision to leave the harbor. He sails out and jibes to head into the storm. The
sloop sails assuredly into the waves. He is free.
I struggled for a long time on the story. Throughout the changes,
however, the idea stayed the same, using sailing as a metaphor for life. In the
first version, the main character is a young man. He remembers a time when
he was a boy in the city. He is told a story by his grandfather about sailing
through a storm. Ending with the memory the young man as he heads out
into the open ocean. I cut out the first flash back of the main character as a
boy, replacing it with a picture hung on the cabin wall. I simplified the story,
but maintained the overall ideas.
MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS
The music also plays an important role, enhancing the feeling of the
story. Although the visuals establish the predominant mood, music can
make a contribution to the feeling of the scenes.
Slow, lugubrious music begins the story. I chose Handel's
"Saraband"
from his Suite in D Minor. It has a slow, heavy beat. This music fades as the
memory of the schooner begins. The only sound during act two is that of the
storm. Wind, waves, and rain are constant throughout. Other sounds are that
of the shearwater and the block and tackle.
As act three begins, the character must decide to leave the security of
the bay and venture out into the open ocean. As he realizes his situation and
decides to leave, the music builds to the first movement of Beethoven's
seventh symphony. There's a release of tension as the sloop sails into the
storm.
I used my Macintosh and a musical instrument digital interface (MIDI)
to produce the music. After deciding on the specific pieces, I searched for the
sheet music and transcribed it to a software program on the Macintosh. The
program makes it possible to assign different instruments to each line of
music and then play the entire piece back using the MIDI with sampled
musical instruments.
Having only sound effects during the schooner sequence delineates it
from the present time of the main character on the sloop. It makes the
memory dream-like. Wind, waves, and thunder are the most common
sounds used. I took these and others from the B.B.C. sound recordings. I
decided not to have any talking or voice overs. The only animal sound is that
of the shearwater.
SOFTWARE
ElectroGIG 3D-GO was the main program I used. GIG is a full three
dimensional animation program which runs on Silcon Graphics computers.
It is unlike other 3-D modelers in that it doesn't use polygons. This enables
the objects to reflect and refract with realistic clarity. Normal objects have
smooth curved edges instead of faceted edges.
I also used photoshop for the sky textures, the images of the pictures of
the grandfather and main character and the composite shot of the sheet of the
fores'l swinging loose. Drawing the lines of the sheet was the most time
consuming shot. Getting the motion right took several tries. I was pleased,
however, with the results.
TECHNICAL WORK AND MODELING
I decided to keep the models of the boats simple. A hull, masts, sails
and standing rigging. Several detailed sections were built for the schooner,
the helm, the mainm'st fiferail, and the fores'l traveler. I chose to do this in
order to save rendering time for the shots where the schooner is in a long
shot. In the long run, I now realize that, making a complete detailed ship
would have been simplier. I would have been able to use just on model for
all of the shots. The convenience would have made up for the additional
rendering time.
The schooner is a combination of two different schooners on which I
have sailed. Simple and stylized, it is a standard staysail schooner. The Island
is modeled after an ancient volcano. High, steep green hills describing a
small, claustrophobic harbor. It was built out of freeform patches, the same
objects that created the water, sky, and sails.
I'm somewhat dissatisfied with the storm sequence. Keeping with my
simplified style of art I tried to give the waves violent movement, while
retaining their stylized look. Giving them a wild natural look, keeping the
schooner moving over them and the island above water was very difficult. I
solved the problem by keeping the water movement simple.
I created the waves using a freeform patch. Copying nature I only
moved the points of the freeform patch up and down for each wave. This
gives the impression of the energy moving through the water. Keeping the
boats moving through these waves was difficult. Objects passing through one
another was a constant problem. With the ever moving waves and a moving
boat, the chance of the boat suddenly submerging or rising completely out of
the water was even odds. I wanted some variance in the pitching and rolling,
but to much would make a waves rise completely over the boat.
The bodies of the characters were modeled fairly simply. Using
stretched spheres for the arms, and freeform patches for the shirt and pants.
The heads are the most complex. Using NURBS, I modeled a head starting
from a sphere. Adding points and slowly moving them created a nose,
mouth, chin, eye sockets, and the shape of the head. This process took more
time than expected. In order to see what the NURBS really looked like it was
necessary to return to the main menu of GIG and do a quick render of the
object. Creases and bumps were common. If just one point was out of
alignment then an unwanted line would appear on the face.
Separate objects were added to the heads. Ears were also created in
NURBS. Being simpler objects these were much easier to create than the
heads. The beard, mustache, eyebrows, and bangs were made from freeform
patches. Animating these were very easy and made hair blowing and
eyebrows lowering quick and simple.
The hulls of the boats were done in NURBS as well. The sails were
created with freeform patches, a net with points positioned in a grid. The
standing rigging and masts were made out of spheres and cylinders,
respectively.
I kept the sky simple. Using a sphere or a freeform patch I applied a
texture from a photograph of a sky. I used two concentric spheres for some
scenes during the storm. The inner sphere was half transparent. Both moved
to create a layered stormy sky. When using a freeform patch I would animate
the points to create a varied movement in the clouds that were mapped onto
the patch.
SHORT CUTS
There were few short cuts I could use, but one was vitally important.
The particle system in GIG was perfect for adding rain to the storm scenes.
The only problem was that it significantly slowed down both animating the
scene and rendering. The solution was to render the scene without particles.
Then, once all of the frames were rendered, the rain was animated separetly.
Sequential frames of animation can be keyed into the background of another
animation. The frames of the rain animation were keyed into rendered
frames of the storm scenes.
MOTION jAND TIMING
I wanted to have smooth, fluid movements. I feel I was successful with
the sky, water, and the pitching and rolling of the boats. Some of the motion
of the characters is somewhat stilted. Even though the characters don't have a
lot of wild quick movements, I wish I had modeled my characters differently
to allow easier animated movements.
The timing of my animation was tested using quick renders called
flipbooks. Several problems needed to be dealt with when using this portion
of ElectroGIG. The flipbooks didn't play back in real time, one had to set the
time arbitrarily. To plan the timing of the shot, one had to play back the
flipbooks at the desired speed and time it as accurately as possible. The real
animation then had to be set to the correct number of frames, using the
flipbook time as a guide. Thankfully only a few shots needed this time
consuming process. Most of the shots, particularly the ocean shots were done
without testing.
EDITING
Itwas satisfying to finally see a sequence of shots edited together. I
realized, however, that several sections just didn't work. Reediting several
times and adding some short new shots helped these problems. Particularly
the transition scenes.
The first shots needed to be long with slow cuts. This created a feeling
of boredom and serenity. Two shots that I rendered for the opening were to
short to represent the feeling of calm. Instead of rerendering these scenes I
played them back from the optical disc recorder at a slower speed. The O.D.R.
has a normal play mode, a slow play that has five speeds, and fast play that
also has five speeds. There are, however, only nine play speeds, because slow
speed one and fast speed one are the same as the normal play mode.
The scene below decks of the sloop took several edits to get right. He
does a number of different things in a short amount of time. Animating him
moving from one place to another was kept simple by cutting to whatever he
looks at before moving. In the next shot he's already there.
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As the schooner sails through the storm, the cuts quicken. I shortened
my movie considerably by editing and reediting shots. The result, however,
creates a sequence that builds tension and shows action that tells a story.
CREDITS
I wanted to give the feeling of moving water from the very beginning.
The fonts in GIG were not very good, so I used fonts from the Macintosh. I
made a "tif
'
image of the title and my name for the beginning and applied
them to the same water colored texture. These images were then mapped
onto a freeform patch. Making only one texture opaque and the others
transparent, I faded from one credit to the next by changing the attributes of
opacity and transparency. Throughout these transitions the freeform patch is
waving smoothly. Because the water texture was the same for both images the
only things that fades in and out are the title and my name.
TFIE SCREENING
I was finally finished. Doing the final edits I became so sick of watching
my work that when I was making copies I would turn of the monitors just so
I wouldn't have to look at it. On the whole, however, I was very pleased with
my final version, sound and all.
The day of the screening arrived. I was both relieved and nervous. I
wasn't sure how people would react. Would they understand the story?
Would they be able to experience the different moods of the story?When my
animation was playing the audience was quite silent with only a few
intermittent "ahhs". The question and answer post viewing period went very
well, with only a few minor criticisms. The most successful part of my film
seemed to be the motion of the water, which pleased me, as that was one of
my main goals.
The project took much longer than I had originally planned.
Complications with equipment and deciding on my final story added many
months to my timeline. But I was completely finished and I, like my







Original Summary of Thesis
Dec. 7, 1994
ACT I
The story starts in 3-D. An establishing shot of the ocean. A
flyingfish emerges from the water. The camera follows the fish as it
swoops over the waves. The fish immerses and a bird takes it's place
above the waves. The camera moves smoothly from the fish to the
bird. This scene changes to 2-D and becomes a drawing. The hand of
a child adds some final touches. The boy is siting at a table. He leaves
and walks to a closed door, carrying his picture. He enters the room.
He sees his grandfather lying in bed. He crosses the room and hands
the picture to his grandfather. The man looks at the picture. He
points to a model ship. The boy hands it to him and he begins to tell
the boy the experiences he had when he was a young sailor.
ACT II
The ship transforms into 3-D. The man's fingers change into
waves. The grandfather is a young man at the helm of the ship. He
looks across the ocean. The wind begins to die. He watches a dolphin
riding the bow waves. The ship is in a dead calm. He catches a fish
and then watches the ocean change as a storm approaches. Waves hit
the ship. The man struggles against the storm. He makes his way to a
loose block and tackle. He and two other sailors furl a sail on the
bowsprit as it rises up and down. A lantern sways slowly and comes
to a stop. The storm is dying. The grandfather stands at the bow,
watching the water calm and the moon rise. It clouds over and
begins to rain. The rain lights up phosphorescence in the water. The
points of light change to stars.
ACT III
Transition to 2-D. A starry sky outside the grandfathers
bedroom. The man, asleep or dead, drops the model ship, it breaks.
The boy picks it up. A final transition to 3-D the boy has grown and
is sailing his own boat, standing at the helm he looks at a small glass
case in which sits the repaired model ship. His sailboat leaves the
harbor and sails into the ocean.
TREATMENT
Three and two dimensional animation will tell the story of an old, sick man
and his ten year old grandson, William. The man has spent a solitary life sailing on
various trading ships. Nearing death he wishes to give his grandson a model ship as
something to remember him by. As the old man shows the boy the model, William
imagines himself standing on the rolling deck of the schooner. The boy experiences
a day in the life of his grandfather.
The second act begins on board the ship. William watches flying fish surf the
high swells the roll the schooner. The day is spent sailing rough seas. As night falls
the weather calms down. William is at the bow, watching the stars. A squall
approaches, the sky clouds over, and it begins to rain. As the rain hits the smooth
water, tiny phosphorescent points of light appear. This scene cuts to the starry sky
outside the bedroom window. His grandfather is asleep.
The story concludes with the boy drawing a picture of the ship crashing
through the waves with flying fish and gulls soaring alongside. William returns to
the plain, dark bedroom. He places the wonderfully colored drawing in front of his
grandfather. As the man holds the picture of the schooner, the waves begin to
move, the sails fill, and he can hear the sound of the gulls. The man, knowing now
that someone will remember him and his experiences, dies in peace.
The first act will be animated with simple line drawings. Some objects, such
as the model of the schooner will be modeled in 3D, but rendered simply in order to
fit inwith the style of the other objects. The second act, the sailing sequences, will be
animated in 3D with 2D compositing. The third and last act will return to 2D
animation. It will be simple drawings, with the exception of the very last scene
when the drawing comes to life.
Budget
Cost In Kind Actual
Salary $20,000 $20,000 0
Computers $20,000 $20,000 0
Software $5,000 $5,000 0
Optical Disc $300 $300 $300
Exabyte Tapes $150 $150 $150














Animatic, 3D animation tests, Compositing 2D&3D tests
Schedule animation ( seconds/week )
Act 1 completed
Compositing of 2D & 3D animation (Ocean Scenes) February 28
All of 2D animation completed
1/2 3D animation completed
3/4 3D animation completed, 1/2 music completed
Animation completed
sound effects & music completed
Post production and thesis paper
APPENDIX B
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